VIPRE Email Security for Exchange
The biggest security vulnerability within any organization is its
employees, and they are more often targeted through email than
any other threat vector. Provide the protection you need with an
enterprise email security solution that will not impact performance.
VIPRE Email Security for Exchange provides unparalleled flexibility
and reliability, by consolidating anti-spam, anti-phishing, antivirus,
attachment filtering, malware protection and disclaimers all in one
solution. The time to switch to an easy to manage, ‘all-in-one’
integrated and 100% policy based email security product is here:

VIPRE for Exchange makes life easy for IT
admins while delivering comprehensive
email security. Protect your enterprise
with a solution that can manage all your
messaging security needs. VIPRE for
Exchange provides:

•

Anti-spam, antivirus, anti-phishing,
anti-spyware, and malware
protection

•
•

Multiple scanning engines

•

Fight spam, viruses, Trojans, phishing, spyware, malware and other
messaging security threats while improving Exchange reliability.

•

Cut expenses in half by reducing the time and complexity of
managing your email security.

•

Dedicated PDF and image-spam
engine

•

Enforce email security polices with policy-based email security
framework that provides system admins with an easy-to- use
solution.

•

Message disclaimers

Powerful policy-based SMART
attachment filtering

.................................
Supports Microsoft Active Directory &
Granular Based Policies
VIPRE for Exchange provides a full set
of administrative quarantine controls,
leveraging powerful filtering and
reporting. The Report Viewer enables
insight to quarantined elements with
easy configuration. User and groupbased policies allow Active Directory
integrations to enable VIPRE for
Exchange to support various security
measures such as Data Loss Prevention,
and Continuous Monitoring addressing
the risk feature-by-feature.
End-User Managed Spam Quarantine

VIPRE Email Security for Exchange gives you control and flexibility. The dashboard and
reporting feature give you a view of your protection status at a glance so you can keep
your email system protected against unwanted spam and email-based threats.

VIPRE for Exchange gives end users the
ability to review spam and create their
own Allowed and Blocked Senders list
right from the Inbox. This allows end
users to review and determine what
is spam without the learning curve
associated with other, more complex
spam filters.

VIPRE for Exchange offers next generation antivirus and anti-spam protection for Microsoft Exchange Server
Feature

Benefit

Connection-Level Filtering

Prevents download of spam messages by using block list, SPF and Greylisting.
Improves speed since VIPRE for Exchange doesn’t have to process the entire
message.

Global and Policy-Based Settings

Configuring settings at the Global and User/Group level gives administrators full
control over blocking/delivery of emails.

Antivirus

Multiple antivirus engines provide layered coverage, and policy-based
management allows for better control based on user type.

Anti-spam

Multiple anti-spam engines score messages based on content, source and
character sets. Engines are updated hourly to give you the best protection.

Powerful Policy-Based SMART
Attachment Filtering

Attachment filtering can be based on content or real file type. Administrators can
select inbound or outbound, or both. Prevent dangerous files and other content
from entering and important files from leaving the network.

Message Tracking

Search for any message that was processed by VIPRE for Exchange by Message
ID, Sender, Recipient, and more to discover what happened to the message and
fine-tune your settings to best adapt to the organization’s needs.

Setting Replication

If you have more than one Exchange server, including clustered environments,
you can configure VIPRE for Exchange to replicate any configuration changes
across all servers.

Disclaimers

Outbound disclaimers can be defined at a Global or User/Group level for ultimate
flexibility. Active Directory integration aids in customization of the messages.

Experience it for yourself by starting a 30-day free trial today
To learn more about VIPRE for Exchange, email VIPRESales@ThreatTrack.com, call +855-885-5566 or visit
www.ThreatTrackSecurity.com.
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